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01. The south strikes back
02. Ragmen
03. Die in the last ditch
04. Keeper of glory
05. Legacy
06. Pendragon
07. Beerkilla
08. Growing peasants
09. Run in time
10. Promises & lies
11. Somehow

“No rest yet” is the title of Reactor´s 5th CD and the
message to fans and the rest that Reactor is still alive.
Five years after their last release “A short fairy tale”, 
which was produced in a period when the band played
as an trio, the five men from Augsburg (Germany) present
a new album in a new line-up.

 (bass) and  (guit) recomplete
the band to the wonted strenght and enrich the songs
with new ideas and an unusual style of playing.
The band spent almost a year at the Dreamscape Studios
Munich and worked on “no rest yet” with the help of

 (Dreamscape, Lanfear, ...). At this 
connection Reactor took also advantage of his abilities
at the piano. 

Songs like  or Reactor´s first clean ballad 
give the best proof for this. But the band still

deals in  With the opening song
 or  memories of former

times became current. And the up-speed track 
 shows, that speed is no question of technic, it´s

more an attitude. And that the fun don´t miss out, Reactor
wrote an ode to Bavarias number one national beverage,
hearable on .
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